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Abstract

Low Stage Interconnection Networks are a class of Interconnection Networks. They have been generated from
Multistage Interconnection Networks (MINs). Although the conflict in the optical switches, there is the consid-
erable interest to use the optical technology in interconnection networks implementation. To avoid this problem,
GreedyZero algorithms has been assigned to the Low Stage Interconnection Networks for improving the network
performance by reducing the number of passes. The results marked nearly 50% reduction in the number of passes
and proved improvement of scheduling in the Low Stage Interconnection Networks by GreedyZero algorithms.
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1. Introduction

The advances in electro-optic technologies have made significant improvement in the optical tech-
nology. The idea of optical implementation of Multistage Interconnection Networks (MINs) meet the
increasing requirements of high performance computing communication applications for low commu-
nication latency, high channel bandwidth and parallel processing1,2,3,4. Among different types of inter-
connection networks, Optical Multistage Interconnection Network (OMIN) is generally used in com-
munication. Low Stage Interconnection Networks have been generated from MIN and present conflict
that related with optical switches, because of undesired coupling two signals in each switch. Hence,
scheduling more than one message without any conflict is not possible in the Low Stage Intercon-
nection Networks at the same time. Avoiding conflict is using the minimum number of passes for
a permutation and execution time to schedule the input request to reach output5,6,7. This research
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applies GreedyZero algorithms to show scheduling improvement for Low Stage Interconnection Net-
works. These networks were proposed in8 to reduce execution time. Now the GreedyZero algorithms9

are also developed to reduce the number of passes considerably by free conflict scheduling all the in-
puts to outputs. The algorithms effect on the network performance by reducing the number of passes.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. The problem is presented in Section 2. De-
scription of the Low Stage Interconnection Networks is provided in Section 3. The use of GreeyZero
algorithms in Low Stage Interconnection Networks are described in Section 4. In Section 5, experi-
mental results are discussed. Section 6 remarks the conclusion.

2. Problem Outline

An important problem in OMIN is conflict which is at the result of coupling two signal channels
with each other in switches. There are four legal passing connections in every switch10,11,12. Fig.1
shows four connections upper straight, lower straight, lower to upper cross, and upper to lower cross
as a,b,c, and d respectively.

Fig. 1: Legal Passing Connections in a switch at a Time 6

In our previous work8, Low Stage Interconnection Networks were proposed as new architecture
which were not able to reduce the conflict. Although, the messages were scheduled faster than
the OMIN. Under the constraint of avoiding conflict, many researchers have been proposed vari-
ous scheduling algorithm for avoiding13,14,15. In this research, GreedyZero algorithm are used as a
scheduling algorithm which had applied with success in OMINs9 to reduce conflict. We apply this al-
gorithm to separate the messages without conflicts in Low Stage Interconnection Networks to improve
networks performance.

3. Low Stage Interconnection Network

The Low Stage represents two switches in each row of the OMIN as one switch. In these archi-
tectures the number of switches is less than the original number which leads to having the number
of stages new. Table 1 presents the number of stages of three different architectures in Low Stage
Interconnection Network.

Table 1: Number of Stages in Low Stage Interconnection Network.

Architectures Number of Stages

First Low Stage (n = log2N) − 1
Second Low Stage (n = log2N)/2 + 1
Third Low Stage (n = log2N) − 1

The Low Stage strategy is done for three different architectures which are shown in Fig.2. According
to the configuration of each architecture, we start to group switches in the network. For the First Low
Stage (FLS), the switches of two middle stages in each row are considered as one group. The group
is applied as one switch. In the Second Low Stage (SLS), all the switches for each row are grouped
except in the first and last stages. The grouping starts from the switch in second stage with the switch
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in the third stage; the switch in the fourth stage is grouped with the switch in the fifth stage and it
continues for each row except the switches in the last stage. The total number of groups is (n/2) - 1
in each row. In the Third Low Stage (TLS), the switches are grouped together in each row from left
to right. The used strategy is grouping the switch in the second stage with switch in the third stage,
switch in the third stage with switch in the fourth stage and it continues until using the switches in
each row except the switches in the first and last stage. It provides (n - 3) groups of switches. This
architecture is efficient for big size networks where N ≥ 64.

(a) First Low Stage

(b) Second Low Stage

(c) Third Low Stage

Fig. 2: Three Architectures of Low Stage Interconnection Network

The detailed description for each of these architectures have been clarified in8. To show the perfor-
mance improvement in Low Stage Interconnection Networks, messages with conflicting path between
them are listed for scheduling. The description of scheduling algorithm is presented in the following
section.

4. Scheduling Algorithm

To avoid conflict, the first step of the scheduling is generating random permutations with the net-
work size N×N consisting of N source and N destination which are addresses to build the combination
matrix. Then, by using a pattern checking method, Bitwise Window Method (BWM)16, conflict matrix
is set. Conflict matrix is a N × N matrix with assigning value 1 for having a conflict and value 0 if
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there is not conflict. Finally, the GreedyZero algorithm is applied on conflict matrix as scheduling to
find number of passes.

Algorithm 1 GreedyZero Algorithm
1: procedure BITWISE WINDOW METHOD
2:
3: n: the new number of stages;
4: CM: the N×n Combination Matrix;
5: Conflict Matrix: N×N Matrix;
6: i = 0 , j = 0 , k = j + 1 ;
7:
8: for each integer i to n − 1 do
9: for each integer j to N − 1 do

10: for each integer k to N − 1 do
11: if CM( j)(i) = CM(k)(i) then
12: Conflict Matrix [j][k] = 0 ;
13: else
14: Conflict Matrix [j][k] = 1 ;
15: end if
16: end for
17: end for
18: end for
19:
20: Return Conflict Matrix;
21:
22: end procedure
23:
24: procedure SCHEDULING
25: i = 1;
26: loop:
27: ArrayM←− Sum of each columns/rows from Conflict Matrix in descending order;
28: Group Gi ←− Biggest entry in ArrayM;
29:
30: for each node do
31: if intersection of each node with all the entries in group Gi = 0 then
32: Add node to the group Gi;
33: end if
34: end for
35: Initialise all columns/rows corresponding to all entries in group Gi to 0;
36: i = i + 1;
37: goto loop and repeat until the alternation of Conflict Matrix becomes zero and all messages

are clustered in different groups.
38:
39: end procedure

Zero algorithm is based on the grouping of messages that have summations equal to zero in the con-
flict matrix while for the GreedyZero algorithm, the grouping of messages is based on the idea of the
greedy graph colouring17. In this method, the messages are sorted according having bigger summa-
tions in the conflict matrix. Then, they are scheduled in such a way that are efficient in terms of both
execution time and number of passes18,19. In Algorithm 1, the pseudo code of the GreedyZero algo-
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rithm is recommended. GreedyZero algorithm consists of three subalgorithms, namely, GreedyZeroX,
GreedyZeroY and GreedyZeroXY.

4.1. GreedyZeroX Algorithm

The GreedyZeroX algorithm use the greedy graph colouring method in the ZeroX algorithm. The
algorithm procedure starts by checking the BWM for all possible path conflicts between messages and
return conflict matrix. For scheduling, the sum of each column of conflict matrix is stored in an array
which is initialized as follows:

ArrayM← sum of each columns from Conflict Matrix in descending order;

Then, the highest value element from ArrayM is selected and the related message scheduled in the
first group of messages as first pass. For the rest of the messages, the process is repeated until all the
messages have been scheduled according algorithm without conflict. The analysis of the GreedyZeroX
algorithm shows its advantage over the ZeroX algorithm in the way of message grouping without
conflict.

4.2. GreedyZeroY Algorithm

The GreedyZeroY algorithm use the greedy graph colouring method in the ZeroY algorithm. Similar
to GreedyZeroX algorithm, after checking the conflicts between messages by BWM, the messages are
scheduled without conflict in different groups. The difference of between GreedyZeroX and GreedyZe-
roY algorithms is in the initializing ArrayM. The initializing of this array is shown in the following
statement:

ArrayM← sum of each rows from Conflict Matrix in descending order;

The benefit of the GreedyZeroY algorithm over the ZeroY algorithm concerns the way of message
grouping, which makes this algorithm simpler.

4.3. GreedyZeroXY Algorithm

A combination of the GreedyZeroX and GreedyZeroY algorithms is the basis for the GreedyZe-
roXY algorithm. For this algorithm, GreedyZeroX algorithm is implemented and then GreedyZeroY
algorithm is implemented. Finally, the obtained result for the GreedyZeroXY algorithm is the min-
imum result between GreedyZeroX algorithm and GreedyZeroY algorithm. The primary purpose of
the GreedyZeroXY algorithm is to reduce the average number of passes compared to the individual
GreedyZeroX and GreedyZeroY algorithms. Overall, the GreedyZero algorithms advantage compared
to the Zero algorithms is the way of message grouping which is based on greedy graph colouring
method and makes it simpler.

5. Experimental Results

In this research, the scheduling algorithms have been applied in three different architectures of Low
Stage Interconnection Networks for scheduling request and reducing conflict. The used scheduling
algorithm in previous work8 was the Sequential Decreasing (SeqDec) algorithm. As the purpose of the
scheduling is arranging and selecting the messages to avoid the path conflicts, SeqDec algorithm had
been chosen to schedule the messages in decreasing order. We evaluate the performance of Low Stage
Interconnection Networks by using GreedyZero algorithms and SeqDec algorithm. The algorithms
are simulated in different network sizes covering from the smallest size, 4 to the largest size, 256.
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A network size N × N means that this network has N source nodes and N destination nodes. Two
parameters, number of passes and execution time have been evaluated to show the development.
They are compared between four algorithms when is applied for Low Stage Interconnection Networks.
Furthermore, there are trade-offs in the performance between the execution time and the number
of passes20. The followings display the use of GreedyZero algorithms in Low Stage Interconnection
Networks and discuss the obtained results from these algorithms compared with SeqDec algorithm in
terms of performance metrics.

5.1. Number of Passes

In Fig.3, All algorithms are applied in First Low Stage Interconnection Network. The similarity
among the number of passes in three GreedyZero algorithms can be observed clearly.

Fig. 3: Average Number of Passes in First Low Stage Interconnection Network

Fig. 4: Average Number of Passes in Second Low Stage Interconnection Network

The results demonstrate that there is a considerable difference in the number of passes between
GreedyZero algorithms and SeqDec algorithm. In Fig.4, the average number of passes from SeqDec
algorithm is considerably worse compared to the GreedyZero algorithms in Second Low Stage Inter-
connection Network. The number of passes in Third Low Stage Interconnection Network is reduced
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with GreedyZero algorithms in compare with SeqDec algorithm which is shown in Fig.5. It is obvious
from these figures, the less number of passes between scheduling algorithms in Low stage Intercon-
nection Network is for GreedyZero algorithms. These algorithms group the messages in less number
of groups and reduce conflict because of their method to nd the possible passes between messages. The
least number of passes is for GreedyZeroXY algorithm, as this algorithm finds the minimum number
of passes between GreedyZeroX algorithm and GreedyZeroY algorithm. From the algorithm grouping
results in three architectures, we found the number of passes is not improved for different architec-
tures of Low Stage Interconnection Networks.

Fig. 5: Average Number of Passes in Third Low Stage Interconnection Network

5.2. Execution Time

The comparison of execution time between the GreedyZero Algorithms and SeqDec algorithm proves
a similar performance except in bigger network size.

Fig. 6: Average Execution Time in First Low Stage Interconnection Network

In Fig.6, the execution time of GreedyZero algorithms and SeqDec algorithm in the First Low Stage
Interconnection Network is compared in different number of stages (n = log2N, N is Network Size).
SeqDec algorithm is faster than GreedyZero algorithms for big network size. Fig.7 and Fig.8 present
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the comparison of GreedyZero algorithms and SeqDec algorithm in the Second and Third Low Stage
Interconnection Networks according the execution time for different number of stages, n. The findings
indicate that the execution time is similar for GreedyZeroX and GreedyZeroY algorithms in all three
architectures while there is a definite decrease for GreedyZeroXY algorithm. The execution time for
the GreedyZeroXY is less than GreedyZeroX and GreedyZeroY algorithms, because it nds the mini-
mum execution time between GreedyZeroX and GreedyZeroY algorithm. The results of the execution
time comparison between different scheduling algorithms are approximately the same. Although, the
SeqDec algorithm is faster than the other algorithms. As SeqDec algorithm is simple, this algorithm
take less execution time than the GreedyZero algorithms and is not time-consuming for big network
size.

Fig. 7: Average Execution Time in Second Low Stage Interconnection Network

Fig. 8: Average Execution Time in Third Low Stage Interconnection Network

6. Conclusion

In this research, the GreedyZero algorithms have been presented in the Low Stage Interconnection
Networks. The algorithms have been developed to achieve better performance for Low Stage Inter-
connection Networks in terms of 50% reduction in the number of passes. Three architectures yielded
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the better result in the number of passes by applying GreedyZero algorithms compared with SeqDec
algorithm. Although, for GreedyZero algorithms, the execution time will have a definite increase in
big network size in the Low Stage Interconnection Networks.
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